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By RogeR HougHton

The general consensus of a group of 
four senior executives from local motor 
companies is that the future of the in-
dustry is generally bright, but there are 
a number of provisos and niggles that 
could change the picture. This was the 
conclusion reached after a very informa-
tive forum arranged by the Gordon 
Institute of Business Science (GIBS) in 
Johannesburg last week.

The topic under discussion was 
“Driving change in the automobile in-
dustry” and the participants were: Dr 
Martin Zimmerman, CEO of Mercedes-
Benz SA, Bodo Donauer, managing di-
rector of BMW SA, Manny da Canha, 
chief executive of Associated Motor 
Holdings (AMH) and Dean Stoneley, 
vice president – marketing, sales and 
service at Ford SA

They all referred to the rapid changes 
being made in the industry, both globally 
and locally, and the way in which the 

financial and economic meltdown had 
made companies reassess the critical need 
to re-focus strategies in changing times.

Zimmerman said this has proved very 
beneficial for Mercedes-Benz, who had 
been forced to regroup after its much-pub-
licises split from Chrysler, while Stoneley 
said the fact that Ford had not taken a  
US government bail-out meant the com-
pany’s management and employees alone 
have been responsible for the amazing 
turnaround in its fortunes, which includ-
ed shedding several luxury brands to con-
centrate on its core brand, Ford.

He added that over-capacity at most 
of the world’s motor manufacturing 
plants remained a threat if there was an-
other economic downturn.

Donauer cited the fact that there had 
been significant consolidation among glo-
bal and local motor companies since BMW 
started assembling vehicles in South Africa 
in 1974. He explained that 14 companies 
controlled the world’s major global brands 
nowadays, whereas at the time BMW came 
to SA there were 40 separate entities.

The BMW senior executive said 
it was now a case of adapt or die in the 
changing environment and this meant 
not only the realignment of products 
but also the adoption of new market-
ing techniques such as social network-
ing. He stressed the need for freedom of 
choice among buyers and the fact that 
companies should not be protected arti-
ficially from competition.

Da Canha quoted how competition 
had increased in SA since this market 
opened up after the democratic elec-
tions in 1994. He said that prior to this 
date there had been 17 brands on the 
local market, selling 175 derivatives. 
Now these numbers have jumped to 60 
brands and 1 300 derivatives, despite the 
fact that the SA market equates to only 
about 1% of global sales.

He said this situation underlined the 
importance attached to establishing a base 
on the African continent, with its poten-
tial for substantial growth in the future.

SA Motor Industry Executives Positive About Future
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AMH chief Manny da Canha 
said it was amazing how resilient 
the global motor industry was when 
taken as a whole and not looked at 
on a regional basis. He said that de-
spite Western Europe and some other 
countries still battling to recover 
from the depression, the total global 
sales for the year would be in the re-
gion of 75-million units as the slack 
has been taken up by healthy markets 
such as China and India.

He added that the name of the 
game these days was the importance 
of maximising opportunities in niche 
markets and the necessity of being 
able to read the market and to see 
trends developing into the future so 
as to have products to suit the desires 
of customers two to three years hence.

Among the possible stumbling 
blocks for the industry in the future 
it seems as though the major ones are 
rising labour costs and shortcomings 
in infrastructure and logistics.

Mercedes-Benz’s Zimmerman 
urged the government to continue 
with infrastructural development, as 
this had a two-fold benefit: it provided 
employment and the investment gave 
a boost to the economy which would 
translate into more vehicle sales.

He also said that in the case of his 
company a reliable rail link between 
East London and the Port Elizabeth 
area would be very beneficial in allow-
ing Mercedes-Benz convenient access 
to some of the component suppliers 
that had been brought to that region 
by Volkswagen and General Motors. 
Currently these components have to be 
transported by road, which is inefficient.

Donauer quoted the need for reli-
able logistics that would not result in 
factories coming to a standstill when 
there were phenomena such as snow 
on the Van Reenen Pass.

From the comments of the execu-
tives it seemed that the cost of locally 
made components was also too high 
and they could often source more 

cost-effectively from other parts of 
the world.

Several speakers stressed the de-
creasing competitiveness of the SA 
motor industry in the face of strong 
opposition from countries such as low 
cost producers India and Brazil, as 
well as Eastern and Western Europe, 
where productivity was very high.

Ford’s Stoneley said his company 
had recently invested R3,4bn in SA, 
but it was still not as competitive in 
terms of cost with Europe, or Asian 
countries. He cited an index of 100 
for Europe compared to 110 for SA, 
90 for China and 82 for India and said 
that although the motor industry was 
seen as strategic by the government 
it could only insulate it to a certain 
extent. However, in closing they all 
seemed positive:

BMW’s Donauer: “We are here for 
the long term, having arrived in SA in 
1974, and aim to continue to build cars 
that provide sheer driving pleasure in a 
sustainable plant in SA”

Ford’s Stoneley: “We know there 
are challenges, but are rather going to 
focus on opportunities. This includes 
bringing new models to market in 
South Africa soon after international 
launches. We have recently intro-
duced new Figo and Focus and these 
will be followed soon by Ranger and 
three other models as we bolster our 
product portfolio.”

Mercedes-Benz’s Zimmerman: 
“We have been in existence for 125 
years and have been in South Africa 
for the past 57 years. We are not going 
anywhere! We will introduce 10 ad-
ditional models in the next five years, 
including five in the important com-
pact segments.”

AMH’s Da Canha: “We are a 
South African company, so there is 
no place for us to go! We are here to 
not only build our company and in-
crease our sales volume, but also here 
to help build the economy.”

 ■ There will be a further article 
on the GIBS Forum in the 
AutoLive of October 6. ■

Editor’s Note
THE NIGHT BEFORE THE SHOW
The night before the 2011 Frankfurt Auto 
Show opened its doors to the media pre-
view days, the Volkswagen Group hosted 
a fabulously extravagant function for its 
world-wide executives and over 2 300 media 
representatives.

Held at the Ballsport halle, the venue, 
pre-show, looked like it would be the scene 
of some ice-skating spectacular. Actually 
what transpired, given that it was a motor 
company show-casing its latest wares, was every bit as exciting and dra-
matic as any ballet.

Experience Diversity was the theme of the show, and in what seemed to 
be quite a random sequence, each of the Volkswagen Group’s manufacturing 
divisions were given the opportunity to showcase one of their cars that best-
represented their particular slot in VW’s grand scheme of things.

Stephan Groehsem, Volkswagen’s Head of Group Communications 
said in an editorial publication forming part of the press kit, that whoever 
wants to take “pole position” in the automobile industry had to come up 
with versatile solutions – from new power-train technology and vehicles 
suited to the needs in every region of the world, to intelligent ideas for net-
worked mobility.

Stressing VW Group’s diversity as its main strength, Groehsem cited 
his company’s nine extremely strong brands – Volkswagen, Audi, Porsche, 
Skoda, Bugatti, Lamborghini, Bentley, Seat and Scania – and the 400 000 
people VW Group employs around the globe as the keys to driving the “au-
tomobile future”.

The show was attended by all the key players in Volkswagen Group, 
including Dr Ferdinand Piech, Chairman of VW AG’s Supervisory Board, 
and Dr Martin Winterkorn, Chairman of Volkswagen AG.

A particularly emotional moment for Dr Piech, who essentially spear-
headed VW’s major thrust as contender for world market domination, must 
have been when a special “porcelain liveried” Bugatti Veyron was intro-
duced on the stage. It was Piech who pushed so hard to drive the Bugatti 
programme that eventually resulted in the world’s fastest motorcar, and he 
currently has two Veyrons in his considerable personal collection of exotic 
and classic motorcars.

Piech must also have enjoyed seeing what was essentially the first 
European showing of the new 911, known internally as Model Type 991. 
Piech is a grandson of Dr Ferdinand Porsche, designer of the original 
Volkswagen Beetle and the man whose cars bear the Porsche name. To see 
the two brands officially united on stage (the first Porsche car to use the 
name was developed by Piech’s uncle Ferry Porsche in 1947) was another 
special occasion. In early 2009 Volkswagen acquired a 49,9 per cent stake in 
Porsche’s car operation, and at Frankfurt last week Porsche’s CEO Matthias 
Muller said that he expected Volkswagen to acquire the remaining 51 per 
cent in 2012.

However, the main thrust of Volkswagen’s display of the Diversity 
function and at the Frankfurt show itself, was the new up!, a new entry-
level car which is expected to sell for the equivalent of R100 000. Talking to 
VWSA’s Managing Director David Powels at the show, he said that South 
Africans can indeed expect the new up! to be launched, but probably only 
late in 2012, as right-hand-drive models had yet to be developed.

Stuart Johnston,
Editor
stujohn@autolive.co.za

 continued from previous page

A few years on Bugatti’s Veyron still 
stirs the emotions, especially those 
of Ferdinand Piech, seen here with 
his wife Uschi.
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AutoLive, a convenient e-zine delivered twice a 
month, is the best way to keep up to date with news 
and views about all facets pertaining to the South 
African and international motor industries.

Importantly, the concept has been embraced 
by the organised SA motor industry – AutoLive has 
already been provided with membership mailing 
lists by the:

 ■ Retail Motor Industry organisation RMI
 ■ Motor Industry Staff Association (MISA)
 ■ National Association of Component and 
Allied Manufacturers (NAACAM)

 ■ McCarthy Motor Group
This is in addition to a comprehensive list of people 
operating within the industry. Furthermore, nego-
tiations for further meaningful subscriber lists are 
on-going. We have had an excellent response to our 
dummy and launch issues, and it appears this prod-
uct has great potential as a source of news within 
the biggest manufacturing sector of the South 
African economy.

Advertisers who are suppliers or service pro-
viders to any facet of the SA motor industry are 
seen by a focussed target market. In addition, the e-
zine format has an immediacy lacking in traditional 

print media, therefore getting information across 
faster with less lead time.

Who should advertise?
 ■ Companies looking to recruit employees for 
specialist positions in the motor industry

 ■ Companies looking for franchisees
 ■ Companies looking for dealers for new vehi-
cle brands

 ■ Automotive marketing consultants
 ■ Training organisations
 ■ Market research companies
 ■ Business management consultants
 ■ IT companies
 ■ Fleet management companies
 ■ Suppliers of workshop equipment
 ■ Car care companies
 ■ Panel beaters and dent removers
 ■ Auction houses
 ■ Courier companies
 ■ Service providers in the finance and insur-
ance industry

 ■ Vehicle tracking system suppliers
 ■ Organisers of exhibitions and conferences
 ■ Tyre fitment centres

 ■ Suppliers of car care products
 ■ Suppliers of automotive replacement parts
 ■ Roadworthy testing centres
 ■ Printers
 ■ Accounting firms

Autolive advertising rates are very cost effective and 
we are able to make up advertisements at reasonable 
rates. ■

Why you should advertise in Autolive

Bruno Lupini can be contacted on 081 354 7212 
or via email at bruno.lupini@gmail.com 

When it comes to making music, South Africa’s 
Idols TV finalists don’t take a back seat to anyone. 
But the rorty sound of a Fiesta S2000 rallycar’s en-
gine at full throat was a note these talented musos 
had yet to strike

The last six standing were recently treated to 
a ride in the Basil Read bizhub Ford Fiesta S2000 
rallycar with top South African rallydriver Charl 
Wilken behind the wheel. The venue was the dy-
namic handling track at the Gerotek vehicle testing 
facility just west of Pretoria. “It’s not nearly as scary 
as a proper rally stage on dirt,” commented Wilken 
drily before his first passenger was strapped in.

Lefa Pike emerged with his hands shaking. The 
usually vocal musician could only utter: “This is in-
sane!” Dave van Vuuren was a lot more enthusias-
tic, adding that he loves cars just about as much as 
music, but after his ride he admitted that music will 
remain his chosen career

Freddy Van’Dango was less enthusiastic. 
“How fast is this thing?” he wanted to know. The 

short answer is 170 km/h thanks to rally gearing, 
but potentially it could do about 270 with a tall 
diff ratio. Freddy’s reaction after surviving the 
run was testimony to the blinding grip and ac-
celeration. He got down on his knees and kissed 
the ground!

Wilken, who is currently still in contention for 
the 2011 South African Rally Championship was 
full of praise for the bunch of singers. “Sure they 
were scared and nervous, but I’d be nervous too if 
someone stuck a microphone in my face and told 
me to sing.” ■

Photo credit: Brett Lefrere

Music of a 
different kind
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By StuaRt JoHnSton

Q: The up! front end styling is distinctive with its 
smiley face. Is this an element that we may see on 
future Volkswagen products?

A: No it is distinct to the up! and the group of 
products associated with up! You have already seen 
this group of products at the show, and some will go 
to market. The cross up! will go to market, so will 
the electric version and also the GT version will be 
produced.

Q: Is the up! influenced by the Lupo (VW’s 
small car never sold in SA) in any way?

A: No this is a completely new platform with 
completely different package solutions. It has noth-
ing to do with the Lupo from the past. The only thing 
it shares with the Lupo is two letters of the name!

Q: It’s obviously a basic car. What was your in-
spiration, to be funky or practical? To whom should 
it appeal?

A: Volkswagens must always have a strong 
functional appeal. The car that gave birth to that 
functionality, the original Beetle, made mobility ac-
cessible to people over a very wide range. And the 
new up! is based on the same idea, although the idea 
was to have a very small footprint, with maximised 
interior space. It has the largest interior space in its 
class, due to a very refined package.

All the engines, gearboxes, axles and cooling 
systems are completely new, designed to fit the 
maximum interior into the tiny footprint. And 
you feel this immediately when you are inside the 
car. This is a typical Volkswagen feature, to think 
functionally.

Based on this function, the design was to 
bring the wheels as far outwards as possible, and 
yet to come up with a futuristic, unique, original 
design. The car itself can be an ambassador for the 
values of the entire Volkswagen brand. And with 
its refined body surfacing, having only few design 
elements, I believe when you see it on the road, it 

is so different from the competition that it is im-
mediately recognisable. The idea of a people’s car 
comes up again.

Q: It must be difficult to design a car like 
this, being so small, to be able to accept different 
powertrains.

A: It was a hard task. And we started from the 
first concept we showed in 2007. To incorporate the 
needs and make it affordable, it is much harder to 
design such a car than a limousine, or an exotic 
sports car. For me it is the highest level of design, to 
do such a basic car.

Q: The original design had the engine in the 
rear of the car.

A: Yes, it was in the rear of the car, as was 
the original Beetle. But to persist with this layout 
would restrict the new engines’ usage within the 
group. That is one point. The second point is that 
we experienced some aerodynamic issues with a 
car that is tall, as a rear-engine layout. We had the 
same problems with the original Bulli (Kombi). 
When we developed the second version, with 
sharper more square edges, we had an improve-
ment. But sharp edges on our up! would have 
looked ugly.

Q: What were the aero problems? Stability?
A: Yes. We needed those sharp corners to de-

flect the air outwards at speed. In the end we were 
able to stick closely to our original design.

Q: Was there a conscious decision at any stage 
to incorporate a feel of the original Beetle in the 
car? For instance, the dashboard and some of the 
seat coverings on some versions seem to echo this.

A: It was not so much coming from the Beetle. 
You refer to the metal in the interior. It was more an 
idea to add colour. Normally, inside, you first spray 
the doors and then you cover them with plastic. 

Q&A with Klaus Bischoff
Executive Director of Volkswagen Design

Klaus Bischoff studied Design at the Hochschule für Bildende Künste in 
Braunschweig and started his career at Volkswagen as designer in 1989. 
Since then, Klaus Bischoff held various leading positions at Volkswagen 
Design. Highlights of his career to date include the interiors of Volkswagen 
Phaeton and Bugatti Veyron and as Head of Exterior Design, later on 
Head of Design Quality, and now Director of Volkswagen Design cars 
such as the Tiguan, Passat CC, Scirocco, Golf, Polo, Sharan and Touareg 
were created. The new Beetle and up! were two of his pet projects under 
discussion when a small group of South African journalists were granted 
an interview with him at the 2011 Frankfurt Show. Klaus Bischoff

up!’s clean design. continued on next page 
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This way with the up! is less expensive but looks 
richer.

The industry uses plastic inside a car because 
it is easier to do. To achieve our painted interior, 
you have to have a finish comparable to the exterior 
bodywork and it is not so easy. But we managed it 
with different robotics. Part of our job is to make 
good compromises for the customer, and if he finds 
compromises that are cheaper but look better, we 
have done our job!

Q: With the second-generation New Beetle, 
you’ve shortened the distance between the wind-
screen and the dashboard. Was this due to customer 
complaints?

A: That was the biggest complaint that we had! 
It felt like driving an MPV. What we wanted to gen-
erate with the new one was more of a sports car feel-
ing again, with the screen closer. We wanted a more 
upright windshield, a long bonnet and a sloping 
coupe line at the rear.

We lengthened the wheelbase by 80 mm and 
increased the wheel size. And we put the weighting 
of the car between the wheels and as low as possi-
ble. For the 21st century Beetle we had to give it a 
completely new character. No feminine touches. It’s 
a boy’s toy, a performance car.

Q: How do you fight the increase in size of each 
ensuing generation of a car, which is a trend?

A: The safety regulation demands on a prod-
uct are growing constantly, so the car grows to 

accommodate these. Yet, the up! fulfils the latest 
regulations for impact laws and everything has 
to be designed around these. The second point 
to consider is that mankind is growing. My son 
is bigger than I am. In the last 10 years, mankind 
has grown by 5 cm. So the room inside a car has 
to grow.

Q: How far ahead of on sale dates do you work?
A: Between four and five years.
Q: Most of the manufacturers are going for 

quite intricate design language but Volkswagen re-
mains simple. Your comments on this, please:

A: I call it design. If you have the proportion 
right, you can leave styling to one side. We are not 
doing styling.

Q: What other challenges are there in design 
generally?

A: The biggest challenge is to re-invent the 
brand constantly. You have to prevent yourself from 
being influenced by the competition. You have to 
invent your own design identity, direction, char-
acter, and with this you can create a strong brand 
identity. If you are running after the others, you 
are dead. ■

Latest Beetle in sporty R version. 

Plenty of metal in the interior.

 continued from previous page
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Measuring just 3,54 metres in length, the up! has a 
minimalism to its design that strongly echoes the 
original Golf. And in fact, there are echoes of the 
original Beetle in the car too, with painted metal 
being a feature of the interior, which manages to 
look functional, yet is still fully equipped. The 
dashboard, tellingly, is in body colour, for a retro 
resonance that manages to look quite natural and 
uncontrived.

Designed as a four-seater city car, the launch 
model comes with two petrol engines with outputs 
at 44 kW and 55 kW and a natural gas derivative 
boasting a 50 kW output.

Using the standard EC fuel rating system, con-
sumption is said to be as low as 4,2 litres/100 on the 
44 kW petrol version, which is also equipped with 
Blue Motion stop-start.

The wheels on the base model are of an ex-
tremely interesting design and play a big part in 
giving the up! its refreshing, funky character. They 
are in alloy, but the centre portions are painted body 
colour, while the hub area has a polished metal cap, 
and the rims have a polished metal trim (the picture 
shows the wheels fitted to the high up! trim version).

This gives the appearance of a steel wheel, but 
smarter, and the crisp cut-outs on the wheels hark 
back to our early CitiGolf steel wheels. ESP is stand-
ard on all models.

The new up! was launched along with a series of 
concept cars based on the same car, many of which 
will obviously go into production. These include 
a modern buggy, a GTi version, a cross up! (yes, a 
rather strange name) that has raised ground-clear-
ance, a beach-orientated natural gas (CNG) version 

capable of 70 g/km emissions, and a zero-emissions 
electric version called the e-up!

Volkswagen confirmed at the show that the 
plug-in electric car will go into production in 2013, 
powered by a 60 kW electric motor and a range of up 
to 130 km. The idea to pepper the up! display with 
so many realisable concepts was a masterstroke in 
promotion, as it created a sort of instant-cult for the 
car, much the way Mini did when it launched a dec-
ade ago. ■

VW on the up and up!

Volkswagen’s new baby car, the up! (with a lower-case “u”) was the 
undoubted star of this year’s Frankfurt Auto Show, known as the IAA in 
Germany. The car had an overwhelming presence on the massive VW 
stand, but what was unusual for its show-stopping ability was that is 
essentially very conventional. In fact, the very essence of its appeal is that 
it’s a back-to-basics approach to car design that has been lacking since – 
well- since the Golf I evolved into the chubbier Golf II, some 26 years ago.

“Designed as a four-seater city car, 
the launch model comes with two 
petrol engines with outputs at 44 
kW and 55 kW and a natural gas 

derivative boasting a 50 kW output.”
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Gate Hours: 09:00 – 18:00
Entrance: Adults R80 / 6-12 Years R20
Tickets available at Computicket or at gate

JOHANNESBURG EXPO CENTRE, NASREC
8-16 October 2011

(6th & 7th closed to public)

www.jhbmotorshow.co.zawww jhbmotorshhhhowww motor h co za

Endorsed by: Accredited by:

Hyundai was extremely focused in its presentation 
at the 2011 Frankfurt Show. The main thrust of its 
display was the launch of the Golf-sized hatch, the 
i30, and Hyundai were keen to stress that this car 
was designed and engineered at its R&D Centre 
in Russelsheim, about 30 km away from the halls 
of the Frankfurt Messe. In other words, expect 

distinctly European traits of handling and steering 
feel, as well as engine refinement.

The hatch format particularly lends itself to 
Hyundai’s design language for its new range of cars, 
known as “fluidic sculpture” and the car enjoys 
a well-planted look with fairly short overhangs, a 
slight cab-forward passenger location that never-
theless does not making the car look as if it is “lean-
ing forward anxiously” and the trade-mark scal-
loping on the flanks that give it the shaved fluidic 
treatment seen on the iX35 and the Elantra, recently 
launched in our country.

The new-gen i30 is set to go on sale in Europe 
around March of 2012, and according to Hyundai 
Auto SA’s Deon Sonnekus, who hosted a group of 
South African journalists at the show, it is only due 
here towards the end of 2012, when right-hand-
drive derivatives will be available.

There is a choice of three petrol and three die-
sel four-cylinder engines for the European market, 

these being a 66 kW 1,4 turbodiesel, an 81 kW 1,6 
turbodiesel, a 90 kW 1,6 turbodiesel, a 74 kW 1,4 
petrol, a 88 kW 1,6 petrol and a 99 kW 1,6 petrol.

Transmissions on offer are six-speeds in manu-
al or automatic form, driving the front wheels, and 
wheel sizing ranging from 15 inch (steel) to 16 and 
17-inch alloys.

The 130 is fully-equipped in terms of safety fea-
tures, such as six airbags and ESP.

Speaking at the unveiling of the i30 on the first 
Press day, Hyundai Europe’s Senior Vice President 
Allan Rushforth said that his company expected 
the new i30 to “play a significant role in developing 
sales and brand awareness in Europe, taking on the 
leaders in the C-segment, and joining the all-new 
i40 as a brand ambassador and quality benchmark 
for Hyundai.”

The first-generation i30, launched in 2007, 
notched up over 360 000 sales in Europe, including 
a strong showing of 115  000 units in 2010, which 
was a company record for Hyundai for an individu-
al model. Hyundai’s market analysts forecast a sev-
en per cent growth in the C-segment over the next 
three years, for a total segment figure of 2,4-million 
sales by the year 2014.

Hyundai is intent on capturing five per cent 
of this segment, which will translate to around 
120 000 units per year.

The recently launched i40 was also prominent on 
the Hyundai stand, and it is a very sleek, attractive 
cross-over MPV-hatch. Also on display was the excit-
ing three-door Veloster coupe, with two doors on one 
side and one on the other. The Veloster is due to make 
its first South African appearance at the Johannesburg 
International Motor Show on October 6. ■

Hyundai’s main thrust was 
the new i30 at Frankfurt

Hyundai’s i30 is real contender for European hatchback honours.

The quirky three-door Veloster will be 
seen in SA in two weeks’ time.
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Porsche AG’s answer to that was an entirely new 
platform for the new car, only the third platform 
since the original 911. The main dynamic change 
was to increase the wheelbase of the new model – 
the Type 991 – by some 100 mm, lower the roofline 
for an overall appearance that is sleeker, and in-
crease the wheel-size so as to balance the presence 
of the extra sheet metal.

The result is a car that is unmistakably still 
911, but is now more rapier-like in appearance than 

any of its predecessors. What’s more, the new car 
is lighter than the outgoing Type 997 thanks to ex-
tensive use of aluminium in the doors, engine and 
luggage lids.

From a mechanical viewpoint, the new 911 
has been substantially redesigned in almost every 
area, although purists will of course be pleased to 
know that the basic engine configuration, that of a 
six-cylinder horizontally-opposed layout – known 
affectionately as the “boxer” – remains.

The Carrera base model now uses a new, down-
sized 3,4-litre engine that was obviously designed 
with fuel consumption and emissions very much 
in mind. This new engine represents Porsche’s first 
venture into “downsizing” an engine range and it 
was achieved by reducing the stroke of the previ-
ous 3,6-litre unit by 4 mm. New thermal manage-
ment techniques and on-board electrical energy 

recuperation on this engine, as well as the 3,8 litre 
“S” motor (stop/start is also standard), mean con-
sumption that is reduced by as much as 16 per cent, 
while power is up by as much as 11 kW.

In fact the new 3,4 litre motor at 257 kW is some 
3 kW more powerful than the 3,6-litre it replaces.

Another first for the new 911 is the world’s first 
car to feature a seven-speed manual transmission 
as standard equipment. The first six gears are close-
ratio in configuration, while seventh (top) gear is an 
overdrive ratio to reduce fuel consumption.

With the optional PDK (double clutch) gear-
box, the car also now employs a “sailing” func-
tion, otherwise known as coasting in the rest of the 
world. What this means is that when the driver lifts 
off the throttle the gearbox disengages itself from 
the engine, which effectively goes into fuel-saving 
idle mode. As soon as the throttle is re-applied, it 
kicks back into play at the required amount of en-
gine revs. Porsche says this can save up to one litre 
of fuel per 100 km, and in the 3,4-litre base mod-
el, it enables the PDK-equipped car to be the first 
Porsche to record emissions of less than 200g/km.

For those for whom performance figures are 
still more critical than save-the-planet numbers, 
the base model has a 4,6 second zero to 100 and a 
top speed of 287 km/h. The more powerful S weighs 
in with a 4,3 second 0–100, and a top speed of 302 
km/h. These are PDK figures, with the manual 
models differing by a slight margin. ■

The world’s best car just got better

From the moment it appeared at 
the Experience Diversity show 
preview last Monday night, there 
was an appreciation for the new 
Porsche 911 that was almost one 
of reverence. After all, how do you 
improve upon an icon that has 
been in existence for just short 
of half a century (the original was 
shown at Frankfurt 48 years ago) 
and one that has set the standard 
for driver’s cars that you can 
actually use as daily transport, ever 
since.

“From a mechanical viewpoint, the 
new 911 has been substantially 

redesigned in almost every area, 
although purists will of course be 

pleased to know that the basic 
engine configuration, that of a 

six-cylinder horizontally-opposed 
layout – known affectionately 

as the “boxer” – remains.”
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It was good to see the new Toyota Yaris in the metal 
at Frankfurt, especially as the compact city car will 
make its debut at the Johannesburg International 
Motor Show in two weeks’ time, with a South 
African on-sale date imminent.

Launched in Japan late last year, the new Yaris 
made its European debut at Frankfurt on September 
13 with a choice of three engines – a 1,0-litre VT-I 
and a 1,3-litre VVT-I. The third engine in the line 
up was the 1,4-litre D-4D diesel, and it will be in-
teresting to see what Toyota offer here. Our guess is 
the small three-cylinder one-litre and the 1,3-litre 
four-cylinder, while putting the small diesel on hold 
for now.

The new Yaris has a more rounded, sleeker look, 
and yet provides more interior space. It now also has 
the main instrument cluster in front of the driver, 

a change from the previous centre-pod design. The 
dashboard is made of a textured plastic that looks 
a little on the brittle side of things. But overall the 
effect of the new car is pleasing.

Another very interesting car show-cased at 
Franfurt was the Avensis. This British-built model, 
pitched slightly more up-market than the Corolla, 
has exterior styling revisions with a frontal treat-
ment incorporating Toyota’s new design language.

It is rumoured that the Avensis may well be re-
launched in South Africa, as a couple of examples 
have been spotted by an alert AutoLive reader in a 
Johannesburg dealership! Perhaps we’ll know for 
sure, come JIMS on October 6.

Prius had a big presence, showcasing it as a new 
family of vehicles that incorporates three important 
models. First off is the basic hybrid, then there is the 

seven-seater Prius +, and thirdly, the plug-in hybrid 
was shown to some fanfare.

The plug-in Prius will go on sale in Europe 
next year, with emissions as low as 49 g/km. The 
“pure” electric driving range extends from the 
two-to-three km range of the Prius standard hy-
brid and Prius + to about 22 km, depending on 
driving style. This plug-in has a recharge time of 
just 1,5 hours, making this a very viable “stop-
gap” model between a pure electric and a hybrid 
model.

Another heart-warming sight for South 
Africans was the presence of a Hilux pick-up on 
the Toyota stand, given that South Africa is one of 
the key producers of Hiluxes for the international 
market. Hilux is Europe’s number-one selling 
pick-up. ■

Sneak preview of the new 
Toyota Yaris at Frankfurt
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Or perhaps, “stand” is the incorrect terms, for 
Mercedes-Benz occupies an entire hall at Frankfurt, 
and has done so for many years. Nevertheless, with 
such a massive model line-up, Mercedes has no 
problem filling a mere building the size of the Coca 
Cola Dome.

The look into the deep future was represented 
by the concept F 125, which Merc prefer to refer 
to as a research vehicle. The name comes from the 
fact that it is now 125 years since Carl Benz in-
vented the car, and the concept in general is that 
of an S-Class of the future, the company believing 
that just because so many designers are working 
on city cars with plug-in electrics is no reason that 

the well-healed populace should stint themselves in 
the future.

Central to this thinking is that the S-Class of 
the future will not be at all politically incorrect, as it 
will operate emissions-free. And the way to this, be-
lieves Mercedes, is with a hydrogen-fueled car, with 
mere water vapour exiting the tailpipe.

Mercedes feels that this car is a look ahead 
to two generations from now, or 16 years, as the 
S-Class has an eight-year model cycle.

Its stand-out feature will include a 1000 km 
range thanks to a hybrid approach of plug-in tech-
nology and a hydrogen-fuel-cell working in con-
junction with a new lithium-sulphur battery sys-
tem, and an electric motor powering each of the 
four wheels.

The body-shell is formed of fibre-reinforced 
plastics, carbon-fibre, aluminium and high strength 
steels in various grades. And the control and dis-
play concept is based on touch, speech and hand-
gestures, while driver assist features will include a 
stress relief mode for “semi-autonomous” driving, 
presumably this being that the car will be able to 
“drive itself” under certain conditions.

A car that the rich and famous can buy right 
now is the SLS Roadster, and if anything, it is more 
beautiful than the Gull-Wing fixed-roof SLS intro-
duced a few years back.

It uses a fabric top which is electrically-operat-
ed, all the better to hear 420 kW of AMG-massaged 
V8 up ahead, and various rigidity-enhancing tech-
niques are used to ensure that the roadster does not 
suffer from scuttle shake ot torque twist. Thse take 
the form of stronger sills, and various reinforcing 
cross members. The 0-100 time is said to be 3,8 sec-
onds with a top whack of 317 km/h.

The semi-electric version of the B-Class, pre-
sented as concept vehicle now, is intended for pro-
duction in 2014. Like the Chevrolet Volt and Opel 
Ampera already in production, the “range extender’ 
enables the car to enjoy a usable range of 600 km. It 
can, however, operate on pure electric power, with a 
range of up to 100 km. ■

Mercedes-Benz at Frankfurt
A look far ahead into the future, an 
open-topped roadster version of 
the SLS, the second-generation 
of B-Class cars, a part-electric 
version of the B-Class with a petrol 
range-extender, a diesel SLK. and 
much more economical versions of 
the M Class were highlights of the 
Mercedes-Benz stand at Frankfurt.

The SLS Roadster is perhaps even more 
attractive than its gullwinged sister car.

Mercedes-Benz’s S-Class concept car for two-generations’ time.
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The cars that inspired most people at the BMW 
hall (yes, the people from Bavaria have their own 
exclusive spot at Frankfurt) were undoubtedly the i 
Concept cars, the i3 and the i8. With bodies beau-
tifully wrought in carbon fibre, in a joint venture 
between BMW and SGL of Moses Lake, USA, the 
chassis for both cars are constructed mainly of alu-
minium, which is to be expected from BMW which 
has made much use of this light metal in its produc-
tion cars for some years.

The i3, Concept is fully electric and designed 
for urban areas, while the i8 Concept is a plug-in hy-
brid, combining an electric motor with plug-in ca-
pabilities and a combustion engine. BMW stressed 
that one of the reasons for using the American SGL 
Group is that its plant relies solely on hydroelectric 
power. And BMW set overall sustainability targets 
for the i family of cars, which are not purely concep-
tual but will go into production in the not too distant 
future. The i3 is scheduled for production in 2013.

BMW says that the carbon footprint of the i3 
will be 50 per cent less over the production lifecycle 
of an efficient “combustion” car of today.

Dr Reithofer said: “As head of the BMW Group 
our responsibility is finding innovative solutions for 

the challenges of today, and resolve what seems to 
be a contradiction,” referring to the ideas of sustain-
ability and dynamic mobility

On a more immediate note, BMW debuted its 
new 1 Series at Frankfurt and the car is noted for its 
increased interior space, and absence of the disturb-
ing styling scallops on the flanks (known as flame 
surfacing) which spoiled the harmony of the first-
generation 1 Series.

With the new 1 Series BMW introduced its new 
TwinPower four cylinder petrol engine range, and 

an eight-speed automatic transmission. It also fea-
tures Real Time Traffic Information, a system mak-
ing its debut in this small BMW that continuously 
updates traffic information and calculates the best 
route to a destination, so a driver can avoid jam-
ups in due time. The new 1 Series also includes new 
tailored ranges, the Sport Line and the Urban Line, 
with styling elements fitted to these distinct lines 
that are co-ordinated down to very fine details. An 
M version, for all you serious petrolheads, is on the 
way in March 2012.

And good news for BMW fans, especially those 
who are hoping to buy their way into an entry-
level model soon is that the new 1 Series launch 
has been scheduled for South Africa in less than a 
month’s time.

Another super-stylish car that BMW show-
cased was the coupe version of the 6 Series, while 
the new M5 featuring a twin-turbo V8 engine, a 
move that will gladden fans as the V10 was never 
a particular favourite, as used in the outgoing 
generation M5. The new motor punches out some 
400 kW and 630 Nm, substantially more than its 
predecessor, yet with a CO2 reduction of over 30 
per cent. ■

BMW’s electrifying i Concepts 

and new 1 Series debut

BMW’s stunning i8 plug-in hybrid concept car.

BMW AG’s Chairman of the Board, Dr Norbert Reithofer, commented at the opening launch presentation of the 
2011 Frankfurt Show that “mobility should be useful to people and it should inspire them. This is why it has to 
reflect the spirit of the time as well as the world in which we want to live tomorrow”

 The new 1 Series is crisper-looking, big-
ger and due in South Africa next month!

http://www.autolive.co.za
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Some of the country’s top drivers and race machines 
of all types will be grouped together in one unlim-
ited race category. In the past these cars and drivers, 
including many regional and national champions in 
their specific race categories, have been prevented 
from racing one another by national championship 
rules and regulations.

But with Motorsport South Africa having given 
their blessing for this one-off happening, it is with 
great anticipation that this could be one of the for-
mulas for the future, as it is the only time that you 
will be able to see this kind of door to door action 
with no over the top rules, no horsepower restric-
tions and no added weight penalties getting in 
the way.

The bottom line is that the fastest car wins, and 
this ultimately heralds the return of all out racing as 
it once existed in the dim and distant past. There is 
no doubt that with a field of this nature, you will be 
watching cars that are quicker, better sounding and 
perhaps even better looking than anything you have 
ever seen before on a track. It’s a line-up that not 
even the Italian Superstars would be able to contend 
with.

And, with Zwartkops being the friendliest 
racetrack around, a ticket into the track allows for 
unlimited pit access, so you will be able to not only 
see your favourite car in all its glory, but also chat to 
the drivers and their crews.

Furthermore, television camera crews will be 
covering the event lap for lap and chatting to the 
crowd for their opinions and to find out how much 
you support and know about your favourite driver 
and car.

Ultimately, if you have any sort of high octane 
fuel or racing blood in your veins, you don’t want 

to miss this one. Be there or be square, because the 
action is going down in September!

The action-packed weekend kicks off with 
a “Horsepower Braai” on Friday, 23 September 
from 15:00pm at Zwartkops Raceway, while both 
Saturday and Sunday’s festivities start at 09:00am 
and conclude at 18:00pm.

Prices are R80 for adults and R40 for teens and 
pensioners. For more information visit www.ex-
tremeautoshow.co.za or contact Jenelle Oosthuizen 
on 082 924 3776. AEC Exhibitions have been or-
ganising the Castrol Extreme Auto Show, the pre-
mier “hot-rodding, custom and automotive sound-
equipment show” since 2004. ■

Unlimited action at Castrol 
Extreme Auto Show
A Castrol Extreme Show Promotional Article
South Africa’s fastest cars and 

drivers from all race categories 

will be going head to head at 

Zwartkops Raceway on 24 and 

25 September 2011 at the Castrol 

Extreme Auto Show.

H is for horsepower. See about a million more horses of the fossil-fuel variety at 
Zwartkops this weekend.

A mixed bag of racing cars from all categories are to compete head-to-head at the  
Castrol Extreme Show on Saturday.
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tRiStan Wiggill

It is to no disadvantage that it’s derived from rock-
solid Hilux underpinnings – itself a South African 
favourite – which gives the SUV some lofty creden-
tials and the important sense of true go-anywhere 
ability.

Apart from that, the Fortuner is a proudly 
South African built vehicle of world-class standards 
and a perfect holiday companion. Unlike pricier, 
snobbish alternatives, it exudes a sense of honest, 
unpretentious, adventure-seeking motoring. And 
it’s tough, meaning that in many ways it fits the 
South African psyche.

Unlike the Hilux, which is facing stiffer com-
petition these days, the Fortuner remains in a class 
of its own – only the Ford’s Everest is on the radar, 
if only just, but the reality is it doesn’t even run the 
Toyota close in the sales race.

And now Toyota has taken the opportunity 
to enhance the Fortuner’s sales proposition even 
further with the addition of a new engine deriva-
tive, revised aesthetics and important safety and 
specification improvements. Toyota has effectively 
copied and pasted the changes seen in the updated 
Hilux product brochure, itself launched about a 
month ago.

We have little doubt that, being such a good ve-
hicle in which to travel, the addition of Bluetooth, a 
USB port and reversing camera (on higher specced 
models) will keep each and every family member 
happy.

Of further interest to holidaymakers is the 
uprated towing capacity, which now ranges from 
1 715 kg on the 2.5 D-4D VNT model to 2 075 kg on 
the 4x2 3.0 D-4D model.

While we are still not convinced about some of 
the new interior trim elements or the taillights, the 
addition of several comfort and convenience fea-
tures, as well as some important safety aids, has us 
overlooking these qualms. The addition of slightly 
darker cloth and door panel plastics is a welcome 
addition, although black is still not available.

We got the chance to drive the updated vehicle 
in Zambia – an ideal testing ground and likely holi-
day destination – and where we were reminded, once 
again, just how entrenched the Toyota brand is on 
the continent – particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Without exaggerating, every second vehicle 
travelling the beaten, pothole-ridden roads wore the 
Toyota badge and, even though most appeared to be 
about 20 years old and worse for wear, all were able 
to get their humble occupants around.

Not much appears to happen around these 
dusty parts – apart from tourism – and it was 
touching to see such warm responses from the lo-
cals. Perhaps they were just Toyota fans?

Anyway, the drives were long and challeng-
ing and split into 4x2 and 4x4 groupings over the 
two days, in a place were the outside temperature 
hovered around the 40-degree Celsius mark, while 
Durban-humbling humidity beat down relentlessly.

Clearly, this is no place for sissies, but we 
wouldn’t know as the air-conditioned, spacious 
cabins kept the harshness outside and allowed us to 

take in the sights and sounds in what appears to be 
a largely forgotten land.

Much of the driving was done in the new 2.5 
D-4D derivative, which is the cheapest model, and 
only available in 4x2 configuration. It is mated to 
Toyota’s popular 5 speed manual gearbox and, in 
performance terms, is not dissimilar from the per-
ennial favourite 3.0 litre D4-D. Though smaller, the 
engine produces exactly the same amount of torque 
and only slightly less power than the 3.0 – although 
its torque spread is narrower.

Incidentally, two wheel drive versions are 
equipped with a lockable rear differential, while 
four-wheel drive versions of the 3.0 D-4D and 4.0 
V6 get heavy duty transfer cases and lockable rear 
diff. These are bulletproof items, which make the 
vehicle so capable off-road – a fact that was consum-
mately demonstrated on the six-hour 4x4 stint.

Like the Hilux, there are no significant me-
chanical changes, which means the Fortuner, like 
the Hilux, drives much the same as before. It is easy 
to forget the SUV’s workhorse DNA; such is the 
quality of its ride.

With the might of Toyota’s dealer network be-
hind it, there is no way the Fortuner won’t continue 
its segment dominance. The company aims to shift 
no less than 950 units per month – achievable we 
believe – even with an average price increase of 
around two per cent across the range.

A 5 year / 90 000 km service plan and 3 year / 
100  000 km warranty is standard, while all mod-
els are equipped with DataDot Microdot anti-theft 
technology. Pricing starts at R325 000. ■

Toyota updates Fortuner
Since March 2006 Toyota has found homes for 51 500 Fortuner SUV’s. In August 2011, it off -loaded a further 1 
712 units in its pre-face-lift run-out month. It’s an incredible feat, which entrenches the Fortuner as far and away 
South Africa’s favourite SUV.
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Guild members have been busy voting for their top 
10 finalists over the past month from a multitude 
of vehicles that have been launched during the past 
year. Expectations will be high as the manufactur-
ers and the rest of the industry await the announce-
ment of the finalists which will take place at a gala 
event on the evening of the October 6 at the 2011 
Johannesburg International Motor Show being held 
at the Expo Centre, Nasrec from October 6–16.

It is the most prestigious award on the South 
African motoring calendar and with the coun-
try’s top motoring journalists forming the jury the 
stakes are high. The finalists are chosen from all 
the qualifying models from the past year with ad-
ditional derivatives of existing ranges and facelifted 
models being excluded.

The annual competition is a search for the best 
of the best when it comes to the latest models and af-
ter the finalists have been announced the jury will go 
on to test every single entrant at the Gerotek testing 
facility in February 2012. Then the industry will wait 
with baited breath as the results are audited ahead 
of the announcement of the winner in March 2012.

Visitors to the Johannesburg International 
Motor Show will have an opportunity to see which 
cars members of the Guild have decided are the 10 
best of the year. The cars will all be on display at the 
show from the morning of October 7. Each finalist 
will be displayed on the stand of the relevant manu-
facturer and will be clearly noticeable from the Car 
of the Year decals on the vehicle.

MAKE A DATE TO BE AT 
THE BOKKE PARK

The organisers of the Johannesburg Motor Show 
have made some changes to the entertainment line-
up for the Bokke Park at Expo Centre on the two 
weekends of the show.

Fanie de Villiers will be the celebrity host on all 
four days ,with Ed Jordan leading the sing-along on 
Saturday, October 8 and Bok van Blerk doing the 
singing the next day. On the weekend of the semi-fi-
nals Robbie Wessels will be the singer on the morn-
ing of October 15, and Gerhard Steyn getting the 
spirits up on the Sunday.

SuperSport star Neil Andrews will host dis-
cussion panels at the show on each of the four 

days when the quarter- and semi-finals are played. 
Remember you will also be able to dance with the 
Bokke Babes on all four days!

This is an ideal opportunity for companies to 
host customers at the rugby early in the morning 
and then spend the day at the motor show. More in-
formation on www.jhbmotorshow.co.za

CAR CONFERENCE

There is still time to buy a seat at this top level 
motor industry conference, to be held during the 
Johannesburg Motor Show on Wednesday, October 
12. Contact Meg Houghton at 011-431-1518 or 
meg@sashows.co.za ■

Car Of The Year finalists to 
be announced at Motor Show
While many eyes may be on the fight for the Webb Ellis Trophy, the South African automotive industry will be 
abuzz as the battle gets underway for the Wesbank/South African Guild of Motoring Journalists (SAGMJ) 
silverware in the 2011 Car of the Year competition.

Photo credit: Inga Hendriks

The Bokke Dancing Girls will be on hand to give lessons at the Johannesburg Interna-
tional Motor Show.

“The annual competition is a search 

for the best of the best when it 

comes to the latest models ... 

the jury will go on to test every 

single entrant at the Gerotek 

testing facility in February 2012.”
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This is the second model introduced into SA by the 
new company (part of the Imperial Group), which 
took over responsibility for the Mitsubishi Motors 
franchise from Mercedes-Benz in South Africa 
from July 1, 2011. The first launch was a face-lifted 
Triton Double Cab and Clubcab.

This extension to the product range is part of 
a strategy to increase Mitsubishi’s market share 
from 1% to 2%. The current plan is not to increase 
the number of dealers but rather to improve their 
viability. Imperial is buying the four outlets owned 
by Mercedes-Benz as part of the new wave for this 
Japanese brand that has been in SA since 1971.

Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs) such as the 
Mitsubishi ASX account for approximately 10% of the 
South African market, a share which is expected to 
increase to 15% over the next five years. The compact 
segment is one of the largest segments in the SUV 
sector and accounts for 40% of the total SUV market.

The stylish newcomer’s positioning in the 
market is spelt out by its name, ASX, which means 
Active Sporty Crossover. That says it all. The lines 
are sleek and flowing, and the design front and rear 
is well balanced.

There are three models in the ASX range, all 
with two-wheel drive and powered by a 2-litre 

Mitsubishi petrol engine which uses a unique vari-
able valve timing system, known as Mitsubishi 
Innovative Valve Timing Electronic Control System 
(MIVEC), to produce an output of 110kW of power 
at 6,000r/min and 197Nm of torque at 4,200r/min 
while also being economical.

Two of the models have a five-speed manual 
gearbox while the range-topper is fitted with a six-
speed continuously variable transmission (CVT).

The ASX has been developed from the 
Mitsubishi Concept-cX show car that was unveiled 
at the 2007 Frankfurt Motor Show and has eye-
catching styling.

The interior is both attractive and practical 
with a centre panel incorporating a digital quartz 
clock, the audio system and single-zone climate 
control. As with other top end compact SUVs the 
console material is all soft touch, has a very user 
friendly ergonomic design and the steering wheel is 
leather covered.

“We are aware that this segment of the local car 
market is very active and has a number of strong 
sellers already. We are not underestimating them 
but are confident that the new Mitsubishi ASX will 
soon carve itself a healthy share of this action,” said 
the CEO of Mitsubishi Motors SA, Jaco Oosthuizen.

The ASX is one of the class leaders in safety, al-
ready having achieved a prestigious five star rating 
in the Euro NCAP crash testing procedure.

The ASX is already winning accolades and get-
ting high praise from the motoring media. An im-
portant award was a Gold Star in the Compact SUV 
Category from Wheels, the oldest and biggest cir-
culation motoring magazine in Australia. It scored 
highly in terms of its fuel efficiency, pricing and at-
tractive styling, as well as warranty cover and the 
5-star safety rating.

The ASX comes with a 3 year / 100 000km war-
ranty for peace-of-mind motoring, with Mitsubishi 
Motors South Africa adding a 5 year / 90  000km 
service plan to reduce the cost of motoring for the 
new ASX owners.

Mitsubishi Motors South Africa has 48 dealers 
nationally with dealerships in Namibia, Botswana 
and Swaziland as well.

All inclusive prices start with the entry-level at 
R279 900, the mid-level at R299 900 and the high-
spec model at R319 900. ■

Mitsubishi enters new segment 
in SA with exciting crossover
Mitsubishi Motors South Africa is making its first foray into one of the fastest growing passenger car segments in 
the country with the arrival of its ASX, which is a compact crossover.
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By RogeR HougHton

Mahindra & Mahindra was formed in 1945 as a steel 
trading company and now, 66 years later, it counts 
among the top 10 industrial trading houses in India 
with annual revenue of US$12,5bn and 137 000 em-
ployees worldwide. Its business is divided into seven 
sectors – automotive, farm equipment, automotive 
components, financial services, infrastructure, re-
tail and information technology (IT).

It is a leader in most of its business units. For in-
stance it is the No. 1 tractor producer in the world by 
volume, the market leader in utility vehicle sales in 
India, the fastest growing two-wheeler company in 
India, market leader among lifetime holiday clubs 
in India, the fifth largest forging company in the 
world, market leader in rural financing and leaders 
in IT and telecom. (The latter includes its subsidiary 

Mahindra Satyam having been responsible for com-
munications at the 2010 World Cup in SA and hold-
ing the contract for the 2014 event in Brazil).

Recent developments include a joint ven-
ture into manufacturing light aircraft between 
Mahindra’s Australian subsidiary, GippsAero, and 
India’s National Aerospace Laboratories as well as 
establishing a memorandum of understanding with 
Eurcopter to develop the helicopter market in India.

According to Vice-chairman Anand Mahindra, 
speaking at the international media conference, if it 
“drives on land, floats on water or flies in the air” 
then Mahindra will be involved!

The company is also backing the first Indian 
team competing in Moto GP racing, albeit with 
British and German riders. It entered the scene this 
year with motorcycles made by its Italian subsidi-
ary, Engines Engineering, and at the media confer-
ence it was confirmed it has a three-year contract 

with Moto GP, which will see it switch from a 125cc 
two-stroke to a 250cc single cylinder four-stroke 
engine and a name change to Moto 2 in 2012..

Our main interest was naturally in the vehicle 
sector and here Mahindra has progressed rapidly, 
helped by a number of joint ventures such as manu-
facturing the Renault Logan economy car in India 
and developing a range of impressive-looking heavy 
trucks with Navistar of the US. It now has its sights 
set firmly on growing its involvement in global 
markets.

The mood at the media conference was very 
upbeat so we can expect to hear much more from 
this Indian company that is certainly on the Rise. 
(“Rise” is its new global marketing slogan, which 
was adopted in January and is being used by all sec-
tors of the company as Mahindra communicates 
the new face of the growing conglomerate to the 
world). ■

What and Who is Mahindra & Mahindra?
Mahindra & Mahindra is an amazing Indian conglomerate that has expended its fields of operation significantly 
in recent times. I was taken to India by its subsidiary, Mahindra Vehicle Manufacturers for the launch of the new 
Genio one-ton pick-up and was given an insight into the scale of its parent company, which is now growing at a 
fast pace.
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Previously the company has adapted vehicles such 
as the Bolero, Scorpio and Xylo, which were de-
signed primarily for the Indian domestic market, 
for sale in global markets.

The Genio, which is viable as a single or dou-
ble cab, uses the nose and basic platform of the Xylo 
people-carrier but has a completely new ladder 
frame chassis.

The Genio was launched on the Indian market 
at the end of January and is now to be exported, 
initially to Africa, South and Central America, Sri 
Lanka, Malaysia, Indonesia and Europe. It will go 
to 22 countries in Africa, with the priorities being 
South Africa, Algeria, Ghana, Angola, Nigeria, 
Egypt and Morocco.

The newcomer was introduced recently to a 
group of international motoring journalists from 
Mahindra’s current list of export destinations, in-
cluding South African. The event, which was staged 
in India, included a spectacular launch at an hotel in 
Mumbai as well as a visit to the factory in Chakan, 
near Pune, where there was an opportunity to drive 
the new pick-up.

The public launch of the new Genio in South 
Africa will be as part of the display on the Mahindra 
stand on the Johannesburg International Motor 
Show, which takes place at Expo Centre, in October. 
Local pricing and specifications will be announced 
at that time.

The Genio aims to take on the current main-
stream players in the one-ton pick-up market, 
where the single cab derivative boasts a rated load 
capability of 1 250kg. During its development phase 
it completed half of its test cycles carrying a load of 
2,5 tons.

The Genio is competitive in terms of size and 
space, but still lags somewhat in terms of power. 

There is only one engine option, the so-called m-
Hawk which is a 2,2-litre turbo diesel that delivers 
88kW of power and 290N.m of torque. All models 
have a five-speed manual gearbox and there is the 
option of two- or four-wheel drive.

SA is one of the first export markets to in-
troduce the Genio, signalling the importance of 
this market and, in fact the African continent, in 
Mahindra’s global aspirations, according to the 
chief executive for international operations in 
Mahindra’s automotive and farm equipment sec-
tors, Pravin Shah.

The Genio, which represents an investment of 
approximately R350m, is made at Mahindra’s state-
of-the-art manufacturing facility in Chakan, which 
was completed in November 2009 with an initial 
capacity of making 300 000 units a year and the po-
tential to double this output in the future.

Mahindra sees the Genio as a versatile pick-
up that sits between the requirements for a work-
horse bakkie and a recreational vehicle. It is using 
the slogan “Makes work like play and play like ... 
play” to emphasise that the Genio is a pick-up with 
a dual personality and to this end both models, but 
particularly the double cab, feature a high level of 
standard equipment.

Currently Mahindra sees its Bolero as a work-
horse pick-up and the Scorpio as the pick-up for 
recreational use. Now the Genio claims to offer a 
balance of the two abilities. It starts off with a large 
load box to handle the work part of the equation, 
and goes through to optional four-wheel drive us-
ing a Borg Warner transfer case to handle extreme 

off-road conditions when it is used for recreational 
transport.

In terms of creature comforts it has an audio 
system that can support all formats from MP3 to 
CD’s, SD cards and a USB drive, while controls for 
the audio and cruise controls are located conven-
iently on the steering wheel. A centrally mounted 
digital data display provides information such as 
current speed, temperature, humidity and tank 
range.

Unfortunately the test drive route was a short-
ish piece of tar road in the factory area with one 
driving around cones at each end so it was difficult 
to form an opinion, but the engine seemed respon-
sive, controls were light and the driving position 
and seat were comfortable.

Now we have to wait for the new Mahindra 
Genio to go on sale in SA to see how its sales are 
going to measure up as a made-for-export one-ton 
pick-up in one of the toughest markets in this world 
in this well-stocked segment. ■

Mahindra targets Genio 
bakkie at export markets
Mahindra, the fourth ranked Indian 
motor manufacturer, is targeting its 
new one-ton Genio bakkie at export 
markets as it seeks to grow its 
business. This is the first Mahindra 
product designed from the outset 
for export.
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COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET 
BY TYPE FOR AUGUST 2011

FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
%  

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
%  

SHARE

YOY
% Var

CITROEN C3 63 0.5% 67 0.6% -0.1%

RENAULT CLIO III 50 0.4% 95 0.9% -0.5%

FORD IKON 35 0.3% 131 1.2% -0.9%

TOYOTA YARIS T3 34 0.3% 395 3.7% -3.4%

TATA B-LINE 31 0.3% 95 0.9% -0.6%

VW CROSS POLO 27 0.2% 63 0.6% -0.4%

RENAULT LOGAN 11 0.1% 114 1.1% -1.0%

FIAT PALIO II 8 0.1% 25 0.2% -0.2%

CITROEN C3 Picasso 5 0.0% 10 0.1% -0.1%

TATA INDICA 3 0.0% 42 0.4% -0.4%

TOYOTA YARIS T1 2 0.0% 185 1.7% -1.7%

TATA INDIGO 1 0.0% 10 0.1% -0.1%

TOYOTA YARIS TS 0 0.0% 1 0.0% -0.0%

FIAT GRANDE PUNTO 0 0.0% 1 0.0% -0.0%

TOTAL 12 073 10 809 11.7%
MEDIUM CARS

TOYOTA COROLLA 1424 28.4% 1339 24.1% 4.3%

VW GOLF 6 662 13.2% 432 7.8% 5.4%

CHEV CRUZE 388 7.7% 644 11.6% -3.9%

NISSAN QASHQAI 353 7.0% 252 4.5% 2.5%

NISSAN TIIDA 328 6.5% 460 8.3% -1.7%

FORD FOCUS 296 5.9% 263 4.7% 1.2%

CHEV OPTRA 238 4.7% 647 11.7% -6.9%

TOYOTA AURIS 207 4.1% 127 2.3% 1.8%

OPEL ASTRA 153 3.0% 0 0.0% 3.0%

MAZDA 3 119 2.4% 266 4.8% -2.4%

SUZUKI SX4 119 2.4% 141 2.5% -0.2%

HONDA CIVIC 102 2.0% 133 2.4% -0.4%

DODGE CALIBER 101 2.0% 134 2.4% -0.4%

COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET 
BY TYPE FOR AUGUST 2011

FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
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%  

SHARE

YOY
% Var

ENTRY CARS

CHEV SPARK 949 69.8% 1122 86.6% -16.8%

TOYOTA AYGO 168 12.4% 0 0.0% 12.4%

SUZUKI ALTO 90 6.6% 112 8.6% -2.0%

CHANA BENNI 49 3.6% 1 0.1% 3.5%

CITROEN C1 44 3.2% 26 2.0% 1.2%

PEUGEOT 107 32 2.4% 19 1.5% 0.9%

SMART FORTWO 18 1.3% 3 0.2% 1.1%

RENAULT TWINGO 10 0.7% 13 1.0% -0.3%

TOTAL 1 360 1 296 4.9%
LIGHT CARS

VW POLO VIVO 2222 18.4% 2229 20.6% -2.2%

VW POLO 1834 15.2% 1173 10.9% 4.3%

FORD FIGO 1819 15.1% 1142 10.6% 4.5%

VW POLO VIVO SEDAN 1100 9.1% 729 6.7% 2.4%

RENAULT SANDERO 710 5.9% 497 4.6% 1.3%

FORD FIESTA 665 5.5% 1050 9.7% -4.2%

OPEL CORSA 532 4.4% 560 5.2% -0.8%

NISSAN MICRA 498 4.1% 4 0.0% 4.1%

VW POLO SEDAN 482 4.0% 0 0.0% 4.0%

CHEV AVEO 454 3.8% 712 6.6% -2.8%

TOYOTA YARIS ZEN 427 3.5% 0 0.0% 3.5%

HONDA JAZZ 302 2.5% 447 4.1% -1.6%

FIAT PUNTO 170 1.4% 112 1.0% 0.4%

TATA INDICA VISTA 135 1.1% 139 1.3% -0.2%

SUZUKI SWIFT 131 1.1% 150 1.4% -0.3%

NISSAN LIVINA 128 1.1% 304 2.8% -1.8%

MAZDA 2 116 1.0% 204 1.9% -0.9%

PEUGEOT 207 78 0.6% 123 1.1% -0.5%

It’s our mid-month edition of AutoLive and as usual we present the NAAMSA stats that very few people get to 
see. The following pages list the detailed sales statistics for August 2011 in key categories and once again some 
of the individual model performances are noteworthy. The beauty of these monthly segmentations is that they 
offer an insightful probe into market trends exhibited by individual model performances. While space restrictions 
prevent us from publishing the lists in their entirety, what follows makes for some fun and interesting reading.

The stats behind the stats
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COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET 
BY TYPE FOR AUGUST 2011

FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
%  

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
%  

SHARE

YOY
% Var

RENAULT MEGANE III 101 2.0% 129 2.3% -0.3%

VW JETTA 5 84 1.7% 306 5.5% -3.8%

RENAULT FLUENCE 68 1.4% 0 0.0% 1.4%

PEUGEOT 3008 57 1.1% 44 0.8% 0.3%

HONDA BALLADE 53 1.1% 0 0.0% 1.1%

ALFA GIULIETTA 38 0.8% 0 0.0% 0.8%

PEUGEOT 308 35 0.7% 38 0.7% 0.0%

MITSUBISHI LANCER 32 0.6% 45 0.8% -0.2%

DODGE JOURNEY 19 0.4% 59 1.1% -0.7%

CITROEN C4 18 0.4% 16 0.3% 0.1%

SUBARU WRX 11 0.2% 3 0.1% 0.2%

HONDA INSIGHT 7 0.1% 0 0.0% 0.1%

FIAT BRAVO 2 0.0% 5 0.1% -0.1%

TOYOTA PRIUS 1 0.0% 11 0.2% -0.2%

SUBARU XV 1 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0%

FIAT LINEA 0 0.0% 31 0.6% -0.6%

SUBARU IMPREZA 0 0.0% 18 0.3% -0.3%

OPEL ASTRA OPC 0 0.0% 8 0.1% -0.1%

TOTAL 5 017 5 551 -9.6%
TOP LINE CARS

VW PASSAT 64 29.8% 22 9.2% 20.6%

HONDA ACCORD 58 27.0% 77 32.1% -5.1%

VW CC 37 17.2% 70 29.2% -12.0%

SUZUKI KIZASHI 24 11.2% 0 0.0% 11.2%

MAZDA 6 19 8.8% 53 22.1% -13.2%

CITROEN C5 7 3.3% 4 1.7% 1.6%

CHEV LUMINA 6 2.8% 12 5.0% -2.2%

CHRYSLER SEBRING 
CONVERTIBLE

0 0.0% 2 0.8% -0.8%

TOTAL 215 240 -10.4%
PREMIUM SMALL/ENTRY CARS

MERCEDES C CLASS 1498 34.2% 957 25.8% 8.5%

BMW 3 SERIES 908 20.8% 762 20.5% 0.2%

AUDI A4 389 8.9% 597 16.1% -7.2%

BMW 1 SERIES 222 5.1% 318 8.6% -3.5%

MERCEDES A CLASS 159 3.6% 142 3.8% -0.2%

AUDI A3 Sportback 145 3.3% 196 5.3% -2.0%

AUDI A1 134 3.1% 0 0.0% 3.1%

MINI COOPER ONE 103 2.4% 0 0.0% 2.4%

COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET 
BY TYPE FOR AUGUST 2011

FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
%  

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
%  

SHARE

YOY
% Var

AUDI A3 92 2.1% 99 2.7% -0.6%

VOLVO S60 84 1.9% 0 0.0% 1.9%

FIAT 500 79 1.8% 36 1.0% 0.8%

VW SCIROCCO 75 1.7% 51 1.4% 0.3%

MINI COOPER 58 1.3% 155 4.2% -2.9%

AUDI A5 Sportback 57 1.3% 50 1.3% -0.0%

AUDI A5 Coupe/Cabriolet 53 1.2% 65 1.8% -0.5%

LEXUS IS 45 1.0% 80 2.2% -1.1%

CITROEN DS3 45 1.0% 22 0.6% 0.4%

VOLVO S40 44 1.0% 90 2.4% -1.4%

VOLVO C30 37 0.8% 39 1.1% -0.2%

LEXUS CT 37 0.8% 0 0.0% 0.8%

CITROEN DS4 29 0.7% 0 0.0% 0.7%

VOLVO V60 26 0.6% 0 0.0% 0.6%

AUDI A7 13 0.3% 0 0.0% 0.3%

AUDI A4 AVANT 11 0.3% 12 0.3% -0.1%

RENAULT Laguna Coupe 11 0.3% 0 0.0% 0.3%

ALFA 159 8 0.2% 3 0.1% 0.1%

HONDA CR-Z 7 0.2% 11 0.3% -0.1%

ALFA MiTO 3 0.1% 3 0.1% -0.0%

SUBARU LEGACY 2 0.0% 8 0.2% -0.2%

VOLVO V50 1 0.0% 14 0.4% -0.4%

SAAB 9-3 0 0.0% 1 0.0% -0.0%

TOTAL 4 375 3 711 17.9%
PREMIUM MEDIUM CARS

BMW 5 SERIES 244 47.4% 181 36.3% 11.1%

MERC E CLASSES 193 37.5% 219 43.9% -6.4%

AUDI A6 30 5.8% 35 7.0% -1.2%

JAGUAR XF 22 4.3% 31 6.2% -1.9%

LEXUS GS 10 1.9% 13 2.6% -0.7%

MERCEDES CLS 9 1.7% 5 1.0% 0.7%

MERCEDES R CLASS 4 0.8% 3 0.6% 0.2%

VOLVO S80 3 0.6% 2 0.4% 0.2%

CADILLAC CTS 0 0.0% 1 0.2% -0.2%

CHRYSLER 300C 0 0.0% 9 1.8% -1.8%

TOTAL 515 499 3.2%
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COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET 
BY TYPE FOR AUGUST 2011

FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
%  

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
%  

SHARE

YOY
% Var

PREMIUM LARGE

PORSCHE PANAMERA 21 29.6% 26 22.4% 7.2%

MERCEDES S CLASS 19 26.8% 24 20.7% 6.1%

BMW 7 SERIES 18 25.4% 23 19.8% 5.5%

AUDI A8 7 9.9% 10 8.6% 1.2%

JAGUAR XJ 5 7.0% 30 25.9% -18.8%

LEXUS LS 1 1.4% 3 2.6% -1.2%

TOTAL 71 116 -38.8%
SPORTS SPECIALITY

MERCEDES SLK 74 33.8% 20 13.9% 19.9%

AUDI TT 26 11.9% 9 6.3% 5.6%

PEUGEOT RCZ 20 9.1% 0 0.0% 9.1%

BMW 6 SERIES 19 8.7% 1 0.7% 8.0%

PORSCHE 911 16 7.3% 9 6.3% 1.1%

BMW Z4 10 4.6% 17 11.8% -7.2%

PORSCHE BOXTER 10 4.6% 7 4.9% -0.3%

JAGUAR XK 10 4.6% 7 4.9% -0.3%

MAZDA MX-5 6 2.7% 6 4.2% -1.4%

PORSCHE CAYMAN 6 2.7% 1 0.7% 2.0%

NISSAN GT-R 5 2.3% 5 3.5% -1.2%

MASERATI 
GRANCABRIO

3 1.4% 3 2.1% -0.7%

MERCEDES CL 3 1.4% 0 0.0% 1.4%

MERCEDES SLS 2 0.9% 18 12.5% -11.6%

NISSAN 370Z 2 0.9% 17 11.8% -10.9%

VOLVO C70 2 0.9% 10 6.9% -6.0%

MASERATI 
GRANTURISMO

2 0.9% 2 1.4% -0.5%

MASERATI 
QUATTROPORTE

2 0.9% 1 0.7% 0.2%

MERCEDES SL 1 0.5% 1 0.7% -0.2%

AUDI R8 0 0.0% 2 1.4% -1.4%

MASERATI STRADALE 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0%

ALFA GT 0 0.0% 8 5.6% -5.6%

VW EOS 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0%

TOTAL 219 144 52.1%
MPV SMALL

TOYOTA AVANZA 329 82.9% 386 75.7% 7.2%

VW CADDY 28 7.1% 43 8.4% -1.4%

NISSAN GRAND LIVINA 15 3.8% 73 14.3% -10.5%

FIAT PANDA 15 3.8% 7 1.4% 2.4%

COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET 
BY TYPE FOR AUGUST 2011

FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
%  

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
%  

SHARE

YOY
% Var

CITROEN DISPATCH 10 2.5% 0 0.0% 2.5%

OPEL MERIVA 0 0.0% 1 0.2% -0.2%

TOTAL 397 510 -22.2%

MPV MEDIUM

MERCEDES B CLASS 210 38.5% 111 29.8% 8.6%

CHEV ORLANDO 185 33.9% 0 0.0% 33.9%

TOYOTA VERSO 67 12.3% 109 29.3% -17.0%

MAZDA 5 33 6.0% 50 13.4% -7.4%

VW TOURAN 23 4.2% 14 3.8% 0.4%

PEUGEOT 5008 9 1.6% 0 0.0% 1.6%

RENAULT SCENIC III 8 1.5% 74 19.9% -18.4%

RENAULT GRAND 
SCENIC III

7 1.3% 14 3.8% -2.5%

CITROEN GRAND C4 
PICASSO

3 0.5% 0 0.0% 0.5%

CITROEN C4 PICASSO 1 0.2% 0 0.0% 0.2%

TOTAL 546 372 46.8%
MPV LARGE

VW T5 KOMBI 95 42.6% 37 23.1% 19.5%

MERCEDES VITO 49 22.0% 49 30.6% -8.7%

MERCEDES VIANO 35 15.7% 11 6.9% 8.8%

VW T5 CARAVELLE 22 9.9% 19 11.9% -2.0%

CHRYSLER VOYAGER 12 5.4% 31 19.4% -14.0%

MAHINDRA XYLO 10 4.5% 13 8.1% -3.6%

TOTAL 223 160 39.4%
SUV SMALL

CHEV CAPTIVA 350 16.1% 184 9.3% 6.8%

BMW X1 268 12.3% 211 10.6% 1.7%

JEEP COMPASS 217 10.0% 0 0.0% 10.0%

BMW X3 163 7.5% 51 2.6% 4.9%

AUDI Q5 132 6.1% 151 7.6% -1.5%

NISSAN X-TRAIL 125 5.7% 170 8.6% -2.8%

VW TIGUAN 115 5.3% 76 3.8% 1.5%

LAND ROVER 
FREELANDER 2

114 5.2% 75 3.8% 1.5%

TOYOTA RAV 4 98 4.5% 178 9.0% -4.5%

HONDA CRV 88 4.0% 182 9.2% -5.1%

JEEP WRANGLER 86 4.0% 116 5.8% -1.9%

SUBARU FORESTER 70 3.2% 41 2.1% 1.2%

JEEP PATRIOT 64 2.9% 118 5.9% -3.0%
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COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET 
BY TYPE FOR AUGUST 2011

FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
%  

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
%  

SHARE

YOY
% Var

SUZUKI JIMNY 60 2.8% 75 3.8% -1.0%

VOLVO XC60 60 2.8% 69 3.5% -0.7%

MINI COOPER 50 2.3% 0 0.0% 2.3%

JEEP CHEROKEE 32 1.5% 41 2.1% -0.6%

SUZUKI GRAND VITARA 24 1.1% 29 1.5% -0.4%

SUBARU OUTBACK 17 0.8% 31 1.6% -0.8%

RENAULT KOLEOS 16 0.7% 115 5.8% -5.1%

MAZDA CX-7 11 0.5% 29 1.5% -1.0%

MITSUBISHI 
OUTLANDER

9 0.4% 26 1.3% -0.9%

MAHINDRA Thar 3 0.1% 13 0.7% -0.5%

VOLVO XC70 3 0.1% 3 0.2% -0.0%

TOTAL 2 175 1 984 9.6%
SUV MEDIUM

TOYOTA FORTUNER 1737 60.7% 1044 44.2% 16.6%

LAND ROVER 
DISCOVERY 4

200 7.0% 245 10.4% -3.4%

MERCEDES M CLASS 150 5.2% 73 3.1% 2.2%

TOYOTA FJ CRUISER 125 4.4% 0 0.0% 4.4%

BMW X5 123 4.3% 194 8.2% -3.9%

JEEP GRAND 
CHEROKEE

114 4.0% 26 1.1% 2.9%

TOYOTA PRADO 107 3.7% 329 13.9% -10.2%

VW TOUAREG 89 3.1% 3 0.1% 3.0%

FORD EVEREST 53 1.9% 119 5.0% -3.2%

MITSUBISHI PAJERO 
SPORT

38 1.3% 67 2.8% -1.5%

MITSUBISHI PAJERO 38 1.3% 56 2.4% -1.0%

BMW X6 29 1.0% 72 3.0% -2.0%

NISSAN PATHFINDER 15 0.5% 17 0.7% -0.2%

LEXUS RX 14 0.5% 24 1.0% -0.5%

NISSAN MURANO 11 0.4% 19 0.8% -0.4%

MAHINDRA SCORPIO 8 0.3% 20 0.8% -0.6%

VOLVO XC90 8 0.3% 16 0.7% -0.4%

SUBARU TRIBECA 2 0.1% 2 0.1% -0.0%

TATA SAFARI 0 0.0% 15 0.6% -0.6%

HUMMER H3 0 0.0% 6 0.3% -0.3%

LAND ROVER 
DEFENDER

0 0.0% 17 0.7% -0.7%

TOTAL 2 861 2 364 21.0%

COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET 
BY TYPE FOR AUGUST 2011
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SUV LARGE

PORSCHE CAYENNE 107 36.3% 61 26.6% 9.6%

RANGE ROVER SPORT 76 25.8% 50 21.8% 3.9%

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 
200

36 12.2% 32 14.0% -1.8%

AUDI Q7 22 7.5% 34 14.8% -7.4%

MERCEDES GL CLASS 20 6.8% 12 5.2% 1.5%

LANDROVER RANGE 
ROVER

15 5.1% 19 8.3% -3.2%

MERCEDES G-CLASS 8 2.7% 0 0.0% 2.7%

LEXUS LX 7 2.4% 16 7.0% -4.6%

NISSAN PATROL SW 4 1.4% 5 2.2% -0.8%

TOTAL 295 229 28.8%
GRAND TOTAL 30 342 27 985 8.4%

ENTRY CARS 1360 4.5% 1296 4.6% -0.1%

LIGHT CARS 12073 39.8% 10809 38.6% 1.2%

MEDIUM CARS 5017 16.5% 5551 19.8% -3.3%

TOP LINE CARS 215 0.7% 240 0.9% -0.1%

PREMIUM SMALL/
ENTRY CARS

4375 14.4% 3711 13.3% 1.2%

PREMIUM MEDIUM 
CARS

515 1.7% 499 1.8% -0.1%

PREMIUM LARGE 71 0.2% 116 0.4% -0.2%

SPORTS SPECIALITY 219 0.7% 144 0.5% 0.2%

MPV SMALL 397 1.3% 510 1.8% -0.5%

MPV MEDIUM 546 1.8% 372 1.3% 0.5%

MPV LARGE 223 0.7% 160 0.6% 0.2%

SUV SMALL 2175 7.2% 1984 7.1% 0.1%

SUV MEDIUM 2861 9.4% 2364 8.4% 1.0%

SUV LARGE 295 1.0% 229 0.8% 0.2%

TOTAL 30 342 27 985 8.4%

TOP INDIVIDUAL MODEL SALES AUGUST 2011-09-20
Top Six Light Commercial Vehicles
1. Opel Corsa 1,4 Base Utility 945
2. Toyota Quantam 2,7 Sesfikile 15-seater 658
3. Toyota Hilux 3,0 D-4D Raider 4X4 Double Cab 467
4. Nissan NP 200 1,6 Base Pick-Up 396
5. Ford Bantam 1,3 Pick-Up 368
6. Nissan NP200 1,6 AC Pick-Up 343

Top Six Passenger Cars
1. Ford Figo 1,4 Ambiente 5-door 1 360
2. Volkswagen Polo Vivo 1,4 Trendline 5-door 927
3. Volkswagen Polo Vivo 1,4 Base 5-door 912
4. Volkswagen Polo MY/10 1,4 Comfortline 722
5. Mercedes-Benz C180 BlueEfficiency 593
6. Opel Corsa 1,4 Essentia 5-door 492
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Meyer couldn’t wait to get out from behind his desk 
and interacting with people instead of rows of nu-
merals and he got that opportunity at one of the 
main Toyota dealerships in that era – this was the 
mid-1970s – at Dan Perkins Toyota in Eloff Street. 
He found himself in the hub of what was then called 
“Motortown” and he quickly honed his skills as a 
salesman and found out all he could about how the 
motor industry actually worked.

“I had this dream to start my own motor deal-
ership, and although I was still quite young and 
didn’t have much money, I began hounding Toyota 
head office to offer me a dealership.

“Eventually Brand Pretorius came back to me 
and said there were possibilities in the south of 
Johannesburg, and that’s how Rand Stadium Toyota 
came about, in Rosettenville, back in 1980.

“I had just R15  000. I had a sleeping partner 
called Willie Epstein who put in another R15 000 
and he also guaranteed some more money if we 
needed it. I mean, I had petrol tanks to fill each 
week, let alone salaries and all the rest. But we never 
did need that extra capital.”

With that working capital of just R30 000 – this 
would be the equivalent of around R500 000 today 
– Rand Stadium Toyota went to being the country’s 

biggest Toyota dealer in the country, in terms of 
cars sold.

“This was a success story like you can’t believe, 
“ says Meyer, now 62 years-old. “The timing was just 
right for us. Toyota became the number one selling 
motor manufacturer in South Africa at just about 
that time, and we were on a roll. Within three years, 
I think it was, we were also the most profitable 
Toyota dealership in the country.

“That was a good time and we had a good team. 
We made good money with people, not from peo-
ple. And you could say that Willie Epstein, the only 
partner I ever had, was my mentor.”

Rand Stadium continued to be a major suc-
cess story, winning international awards for its 
workshop facility, among other accolades. Its suc-
cess lead to the forming of a holding company 
called Chariots which bought up the Federal Mogul 
Group, and it was listed on the JSE.

“At our peak we were selling marginally more 
than 400 units a month. Rand Stadium was big.”

But as his life became more and more corpo-
rate, Meyer began to hanker after the way things 
were when he started out. This led to him selling 
Rand Stadium Toyota in 1999, although he stayed 
on for a further six years as managing director.

“Then in 2006 iPop, a pre-owned franchise 
came onto my radar, and it was a chance to get in 
on the ground floor once again. My son Michael 
had started a used car dealership called iPop, and 
one thing led to another so that we established 
Suzuki Johannesburg South, also in Rosettenville, 
in 2008.

Today Suzuki Johannesburg South employs 
45 people, combining the Suzuki franchise, the 
iPop used dealership across the street, a financial 
and insurance division run by Paula Cardoso, and 
the iPop rental division run by Kim Willis. Mario 
Cardoso is Dealer Principal of Suzuki South and 
also heads up the used division, and Christine 
Waldron is the Financial Director.

“The product is amazing. It has a quality to it 
similar to that of Toyota a few years ago. In fact it’s 
like a case of déjà vu for me, because the brand is 
still establishing itself, just as Toyota was back in the 
Dan Perkins days.

“I have a passion for this business, some people 
say I’m obsessive. But it’s all about being hands-on 
– I mean, my office is like a railway station with peo-
ple coming in and out all the time.”

Married with two sons and six grandchildren 
(Justin is an executive with Deutsche Bank in 
London, while Michael raced Group N production 
cars and started the iPop business that became the 
foundation for Suzuki South) Meyer is also a keen 
writer and has had articles published in Car (South 
Africa) and in Australia

“I love this business and I’m lucky to be sur-
rounded by the finest people,” he says. In the next 
few months that circle of business colleagues may 
grow substantially. Plans are well advanced to es-
tablish a new Suzuki dealership on Ontdekkers 
Road in the Roodepoort area.

As for iconic people he has met along the way, 
he names just one: “Brand Pretorius. Even though 
he’s semi-retired, he’s still streets ahead of anyone 
else out there. A lovely man.” ■

Meyer Benjamin – 
A case of déjà vu
Meyer Benjamin is something of an eccentric in the motor business. He 
trained as an accountant and began his working life in a Toyota dealership 
in Isando, near the OR Tambo International Airport (back then it was 
called Jan Smuts). After pouring over the books he very quickly realised 
something that would change the course of his life: “Those guys on the 
sales floor were earning twice as much as I was, and they seemed to be 
having a lot more fun.”

Meyer and his staff have high hopes for the new sedan from Suzuki, the Kizashi.

Benjamin Meyer
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Comments? Complaints? Suggestions? 
E-mail stujohn@autolive.co.za

By StuaRt JoHnSton

And if there was an overall theme at this year’s 
show, it was that, finally, the electric car has made it 
from the concept stage to reality.

Across the halls of the most influential manu-
facturers, the electric cars on the stands were given 
equal billing to the most outlandish performance 
concepts. Indeed, The Daimler Group paid more 
homage to its full-production electric version of the 
Smart than it did to its awesome S-Class concept 
car. The same message was given at the other end of 
the show grounds by BMW, showing its outstand-
ing i3 and i8 concept cars, both of them with electric 
cords attached to their flowing lines.

Perhaps the most telling indication that the 
electric car has truly arrived was to be seen not in 
the halls at all, but in the cars running up and down 
the walkways between the halls.

These cars, all of them with either full-electric 
or electric hybrid drive, formed the unique shuttle 
service provided for foot-weary journos making 
yet another trek from Hall Eight at one end of the 
massive show-grounds, known as the Messa, to Hall 
One at the other. And the car that was proving most 

popular for hitching a ride was Opel’s Ampera, one 
of the most viable electric cars on the planet right 
now, with sales beginning across Europe before the 
end of the year.

Okay, perhaps the term “electric” needs some 
clarification here. The Ampera, based essentially 
on the Chevrolet Volt, offers pure electric power for 
what the makers feel will be 80 per cent of its in-
tended usage. That means a range of between 40 to 
80 km of electric-only driving, depending on how 
heavy your right foot is on the throttle.

But there is what manufacturers term a “range 
extender” motor, and the reality check is that this 
is still a petrol-fuelled unit. However, the range-ex-
tender motor only drives a generator that recharges 
the battery. This is unlike hybrids that we have been 
exposed to in this country, like the Toyota Prius and 
Honda Insight, which are essentially petrol-driven 
cars with electric assist.

The Ampera is always powered by an electric 
motor, delivering some 111 kW and 3470 NM of 
torque. This power level means that the car accel-
erates to 100 km/h in just over nine seconds and 
has a top speed of 160 km/h. It is not assisted by the 
petrol engine at any time, because that petrol en-
gine only kicks in when the battery charge level falls 

below a certain point, and one could think of it as an 
emergency generator of the type many of us have in-
stalled in our homes to counter Eskom’s enigmatic 
approach to energy needs in this country.

With a range of up to 80 km on pure electric 
power and a charge time of only four hours, this 
means you can travel to the office, plug in your car 
and work until lunch, go out for a spin, plug it back 
in during the afternoon and commute homeward 
for a totally emission-free day. The beauty of the 
range-extender is that you can then use the car for 
weekend jaunts.

The Ampera has been rated by the European 
Community with some amazingly impressive fig-
ures. Total fuel (petrol) consumption is listed at just 
1,2 litres/100 km, and CO2 emissions are listed at 
27gm/km, about one fifth the level of the “cleanest” 
small cars available here. What’s more, the Ampera 
is a full-sized five-seater.

The catch is the price. At a European equiva-
lent of around R420  000, it is almost double the 
price of an equivalent car in petrol or diesel form. 
Nevertheless, Opel intends to sell some 8 000 a year, 
and having cruised the Messe walkways in silent 
style, I can see many affluent Europeans plugging 
into the future right now. ■

Finally The Electric Car Has Arrived
The Frankfurt Auto Show is the world’s biggest and most important motor show. The number of journalists 
attending the two press days from around the world number in the tens of thousands, and despite the internet, 
the numbers keep growing in the second week of September when it is held every second year.
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